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Compacting, Picking & Growing (CPG) 

•Summary of our method 
Our method is designed by combining the ideas of deep model compression 
via weights pruning (Compacting), critical weights selection (Picking), and 
ProgressiveNet extension (Growing). 

•Illustration of our approach 

 

 

Experiments 

•20 tasks on CIFAR100 dataset  
Divide CIFAR-100 into 20 tasks. Each has 5 classes. (VGG16-BN model ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Facial-informatic Tasks                         •Fine-grained Image Tasks                                                                                                        

           
 

 

 

 

 

 

Code: https://github.com/ivclab/CPG  

The accuracy of DEN, Finetune and CPG for the sequential tasks 1, 5, 10, 15 on CIFAR-100. 

The performance of PackNet, PAE and CPG on CIFAR-100 twenty tasks.  

The performance of CPGs and individual models on CIFAR-100 twenty tasks. 

Accuracy on fine-grained tasks. (Model: ResNet-50) Accuracy on facial-informatic dataset. (Model: CNN-20) 

Face Gender Expression Age ImageNet Birds Cars Flowers Paintings Sketchs 

ProgressiveNet [Andrei A Rusu et al. , arXiv16], PackNet [Arun Mallya et al. , CVPR18], Pack & Expand (PAE)  [Steven CY Hung et al. , ICMR19],  

Piggyback [Arun Mallya et al. , ECCV18], Gradual pruning [Michael Zhu et al. , ICLR Workshop18], DEN [Jaehong Yoon et al. , ICLR18]  
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Introduction 
•Continual lifelong learning 

Setting: the training data of old tasks are non-available for new 
tasks. Assume clear task boundaries (i.e., labels non-overlapping). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
•Existing Approaches 

Regularization (eg. EWC): cannot ensure un-forgetting. 
Memory or GAN replay: cannot guarantee the exact performance; 
replay needs re-training which requires memory. 
Dynamic architecture: model is monotonically increased; a 
redundant structure is yielded. 

•Motivation of our approach 
Deep learning: a process of turning data to weights. 
Model compression: pruning the redundant weights does not 
affect the neural network performance. 
Keep the weights — compression-selection-expansion loop: We 
leverage model compression for continual learning. The old-task 
weights are compressed and keep fixed, but can be picked (via a 
learnable mask) for the new task. The picking mask is trained 
together with the additional weights released for the new task. 

•Characteristics of our method 
Avoid forgetting: The function mappings previously built via the 
compressed models are maintained as exactly the same when 
new tasks are incrementally added. 
Expand with shrinking: Allows model expansion but keeps the 
compactness of the model; can handle unlimited sequential tasks.  
Compact knowledge base: The condensed model recorded for 
previous tasks serves as knowledge base with accumulated 
experience for weights picking, yielding performance 
enhancement for learning new tasks in our experiments. 

Exp. :  expansion of weights.  

Red. :  redundant weights.  

Scratch:  each task independently trained from scratch.  

fine-Avg/Max:  average/maximum accuracy of fine-tuning 

from a previous model randomly selected and repeats the 

process 5 times.  

CPG avg/max:  setting the accuracy goals to be fine-Avg 

and fine-Max in CPG, respectively. 

CPG top:  setting the goal to be slightly larger than the 

maximum of fine-Avg/Max in CPG.   


